Analysis of complex formation and immune response of CFP-10 and ESAT-6 mutants.
ESAT-6 and CFP-10 form a 1:1 heterodimeric complex which contributes to the virulence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv. Based on the structure of CFP-10-ESAT-6 complex, we have selected four point mutations each of CFP-10 and ESAT-6 and have analyzed complex formation for the 25 possible combinations between wild-type and mutant CFP-10 and ESAT-6 proteins. We observed that the mutations L25R or F58R of CFP-10 and L29D or L65D of ESAT-6 lead to disruption of complex formation. We have evaluated the immunogenic responses of the wild-type and mutant CFP-10 and ESAT-6 proteins, the wild-type CFP-10-ESAT-6 complex, six complex-forming and two non-complex-forming combinations of wild-type/mutant CFP-10 and ESAT-6 proteins. CFP-10 mutants I21R, L25R, and W43R were found to have better immunogenic potential than wt-CFP-10, while none of the ESAT-6 mutants were better than wt-ESAT-6. Very interestingly, we have discovered that the non-complex-forming mixture of CFP-10-I21R and ESAT-6-L29D gives a strong immunogenic response.